
Watercolor Workshop 
Barbara Olekas - February 13, 2016 

 

 
 

 
This is a semi-abstract watercolor painting using grape leaves for stamping and stenciling, we will use circles cut from waxed paper for the grapes 
used in the same manner.   This is a fun project that I have taught  the concept to many adults and children also.  I think everyone will go home 
with a finished painting, yea! 
 
I will have the 140lb. rough paper for you to purchase, the grape leaves, a palette (if you want to purchase from DAGSO), the circles of paper, a 
stencil of the circle (I will have), gauze string, and some gold for squiggles.  I use rough because it gives you a different look than cold press.   
 
The paint colors are:  winsor red or something close, cad. yellow or something close, and cobalt blue.  Then you will also need:  cobalt violet, thalo 
blue or ultramarine blue, hookers green, burnt sienna, maybe a quin gold (if you have), magenta, raw sienna, a warm yellow and a blue green.  
For those of you that are good at color, if you want to do this in cool colors and are adapt at mixing,  bring those colors.  I will be demonstrating the 
warm colors in the original painting.  This is your painting and you will have plenty of room to experiment with color. 
 
Bring these Brushes:  Large  and medium rounds, large flats, an assortment of brushes,  scrubbers (like Louise Jackson's) large and small.  These 
scrubbers are the stiff ones, not the soft scrubbers.  
 Bring your usual watercolor supplies--2 water containers, lots of paper towels, palette with areas that you can mix a large amount of paint, board 
to tape down paper (wait to tape down),  &  beige masking tape. 
 
This should be a fun project to learn positive and negative spaces and using lights and darks to create a very pleasing painting. You will be 
creating your own design by placing the leaves and circles, I hope this will be a learning process for you.  I do think that all of you will have a 
finished project to take home. 

 
Date: Saturday February 13, 2016 
Time: 9:00 a.m. – 4:00 p.m. – starting after a brief club meeting 
Location: We Care Arts, 3035 Wilmington Pike, Kettering, OH 45429 
 
For information please contact: Kathi Hotz at 937-657-7528 or e-mail khotz@woh.rr.com. 
Send check and sign-up sheet to Kathi Hotz, 2275 Bluewing Dr., Beavercreek, Ohio 45431 
 

 

Barbara Olekas Class February 13, 2016 

Name: _______________________________________ Phone #:  __________________________________ 

Address: ____________________________________________________________ Check #: ___________ 

Member’s price $18.00 ____________________________   Surface Fee: $2.50____________ 

Non-Member’s price $20.00 ________________________    Palette Fee: $7.00____________ 

Voucher Amount $ ________________________________     Total enclosed $ _____________________ 
(For members only) 


